
The new WaterProfi Wand Nozzle:
Extensive watering – comfortable and easy

The first rays of the sun bringing warm temperatures have 
officially opened the gardening season.
Whether for use in nurseries, commercial landscaping or 
private gardens, products are in demand, which enable a 
simple and thorough watering of the beds and green areas. 
Simultaneously, the user should be relieved the best possible 
way during while working.

Exactly that is offered with the new WaterProfi Wand Nozzle 
by             : a targeted and extensive watering with 
minimal effort and maximal comfort.

Unique, patented technology

Many conventional watering devices regulate the water stream through ball valves. Usually resulting in complicated operating and diffi-
cult handling of the product. However, not ours! The                  WaterProfi Wand Nozzle distinguishes itself from others with its 
sophisticated dispensing system through a patent protected slide valve technology. The water dosage is progressively adjustable by simply 
sliding the sleeve on the handle. The amount of water is therefore progressively adjustable and can accommodate every individual requi-
rement. The sleeve remains at the set position and relieves the hand during continuous spraying.

®

Engineered and Made in Germany

Certainly, you will find the proven            - quality in our WaterProfi Wand Nozzle. High-quality materials make this product incre-
dibly strong and durable.The soft handle out of PVC neutralizes temperature fluctuation and enables working without gloves. Due to the 
comfortable surface material and the ergonomic design, the Wand Nozzle fits comfortably in the hand even after an extended working 
period.

Flexibility with every component

Another advantage: Due to its modular construction, the           WaterProfi Wand Nozzle can be assembled individually at any 
time. Choose from a wide selection of various components. There are a variety of shower heads, extension tubes as well as connection 
types available (female threads, claw couplings, plug systems).

NEWS
Connecting you up to date.



To complement the WaterProfi Wand Nozzle, we recommend the         water range, consisting of quick connect couplings (DN 9, 
DN 16 and stainless steel), claw couplings (brass and stainless steel) as well as many accessories (hose fittings, clamps and clips, ferrules, 
etc.). Our products are easy to handle, versatile and extremely resilient. 
Convince yourself: all the important information and details, including the superior hose reels by ALBA KRAPF are available in our new 
brochure.

Stable extension tube in three 
different lengths (400, 600, 900 mm)

Slide valve technology (patented): 
Water amount is progressively adjustable

Shower heads in two sizes 
(� 30, 52 mm) and different holes 
sizes (� 0,7, 1,0 mm)

Various connection types 
for maximum flexibility
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Since more than 80 years, Lüdecke is the leading partner for developing,
engineering and providing coupling systems to connect flexi-
ble fluid lines with tools, machines and industrial equipment.

Lüdecke with its headquarters in Amberg, Bavaria manufactures fittings and 
couplings for a variety of industrial applications for gaseous and liquid medium.
The products are offered via our certified technical partners worldwide. Or the
products are assembled / integrated by leading machine manufacturers in their
own products.

The product portfolio provides a comprehensive range of industrial and
customized solutions - Engineered and Made in Germany.

Lüdeckes quality management is accredited with ISO 9001-2008 since
1994, which also means that we permanently improve and revise the process of
our company. Our quality standards exceed consequently the worldwide given 
requirements. From July 2015 on is also certified according to the environmental
management (ISO 14001-2004) and energy management (ISO 50001-2011).

For more information visit: www.ludecke.com
Your contact for press related inquiries: Julia Kohl, E-Mail: julia.kohl@luedecke.de

Sieve in handle


